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Trustees To Appoint
Committee To Study
Fraternity Problem

MONMOUTH
COLLEGE Compulsory chapel came un(111.) faculty voted to adopt a der fire at CONNECTICUT '•
trimester plan, scheduled to go COLLEGE FOB WOMEN. Anj
LEON SHILTOK
room will have a steel, non- furnishings cost another $75,- into operation this September. editorial in the ConnCensus j
Students carry three courses said that the majority of stutnt* squeeze in rooms glare formica topped desk with 000.
per term.
The terms end dents, favor' its abolition. Ten
end when the new North I aa nscel l i a attached flourescent light
Latest Shower Equipment
Christmas,
Easter,
June. percent presently attend chappus Dormitory opens ncxti T h e r e rust-colored arm chair. In the bathroom for each Dartmouth and the and
University el regularly, regulations to the
| j . The SS75,000 dorm, i c h a i r is space for another section
ti
there are four wash- of Pittsburgh are among the contrary
notwithstanding.
By WILLIAM NILES
j Board, issued the following es he delivered at fraternity
I will house 143 students j
in the room.
I bowls with electrical sockets colleges that already- have this The editorial stated that opconventions to the Tripod for
statement:
«ue faculty member, is j u
'••«.'
JAN.
6—The
Board
of
Trus-;
plan.
ponents of the abolition plan
the December 18 issue. In one
to open on or about I NOrTH W d l t t p U S
tees
today
responded
to
the
"The Trustees have for sev- he said: "it is my firm conCOLUMBIA UNIVERSITY cite the necessity of religious
Senate
and
Interfraternity
y i.
eral years kept a close watch viction that the members of a
Attacking
this
has established a Research In- experience.
ed to provide an opstitute on Communist Affairs stand, the editors said study is Council 'resolutions' by issuing on the matters contained in the chapter should be absolutely
for every student to
to examine the global aspects a l s o necessary, yet there is no a statement in which it recog- resolutions presented by the free to select their own memnized the problem of discrimi- Senate and the Interfraternity bers without dictation from aby the inclusion of study
of Communism and significant compulsory study hall.
Council. They believe that the lumni or from the national orand sound-proofing techdevelopments within the Com- Supporters . of compulsory nation by fraternities and an- Administration
by working ganization." In another ad, the dorm features the
nounced
its
intention
to
apchapel
feel
attendance
should
munist bloc. Ford Foundation
closely
with
the
local frater- dress he stated that "chapter
architectual improvepoint
a
committee
to
study
the
funds will support the center, be compulsory because of the
nity groups can make progress autonomy is paramount."
which will be part of the Co- beauty of the chapel. The ed- problem.
in finding a solutions to this
ph Schilling, assistant
pointed out that buildings I,- At the conclusion o£ the mor- v e r y difficult problem. T h e
lumbia School of International
Seeking to further clarify
exist
for
the
students'
fulfilliller, has stressed the
ning
meeting
of'
the
Trustees,
Affairs.
Trustees will continue to take some of the comments Conthat there will be no large
Dr. Jacobs, President of the an active interest in these pro- tained in fhe Board's stateThe.dean of FLINT JUNIOR ment, not the reverse.
movement at the beginCOLLEGE (Mich.) ordered the
blems and a committee will be ment, the Tripod placed calls
ol February. "The College
appointed to i n q u i r e into to several Trustees in the Hartstudent government and newsnot pluck anyone away
lord area. The Right Rev. Walthem."
paper not to deal with any
his room and put him in
ter H. Gray, the Bishop of the
controversial issues. The dean
new dorm," Schilling statThe statement was prepared Diocese of Connecticut, said he
imposed the ban as a result
"Movement to the North
by the Trustees in reply to a 'had been unable to attend the
of. stands taken by the student
is voluntary," he said.
letter from the Senate reques- meeting. "I'm not .going to
government supporting NSA
ting action to eliminate dis- comment," he stated. When
and
.calling
for
the
abolition
of
No Freshman Allowed
criminatory clauses and an- questioned about his familiarHUAC.
eiits wishing to move
The fight against shelter Jan. 6—The Board of Trust- of Governors of the New Roch- other from the Interfxaternity ity with the problem befora
Obtain
applications
construction
and nuclear test- ees today elected two alumni as j e!1 e Hospital and was formerly Council asking for support of the Trustees, he commented:
toe business office and
local autonomy of fraternities. "I have not 'had a chance to
ing
led
nearly
100 faculty
Xe the reason for their
life trustees of the College at |chairman of the American Bar At the December 11 meeting, think this through."
members
at
CORNELL
UNIAssociation Committee on FedThe application must
VERSITY- (N.Y.) to cancel all the annual January meeting of eral Regulation of Securities. the Senate ratified a motion
Two other Hartford area
returned by January 15.
urging the Trustees "to take trustees would not comment on.
the
Board.
They
are
Glover
POIGNANT pastel panels' punctuate project as pointed their classes for one day. The Johnson '22 of New Rochelle,
residing off-campus will
positive
action
to
eliminate
any
classes were replaced with an
the decision.
equal opportunity to re- pinnacles peer over peak of posterity's Parthenon.
discriminatory clauses rnaininformal discussion on war and N.Y., and Barclay Shaw '35 of
. Mr. Henry Moses regarded
in the dorm. Occupants of
"tained
presently
by
any
collepe
Chappaqua, N.Y.
the statement as ' the "considAlpha Delta Phi Annex The double rooms are simi-. close by for shaving. The bath-. nuclear testing.
fraternities."
Mr.
Johnson
is
currently
ered opinion of the Trustees."
I B also be housed in the dorm. lar; they have two wardrobe room features the latest shower BKOWW U N I V E R S I T Y
IFC Motion
president of Trinity's National
He added that he expects a
fe freshmen will be allowed closets, five electrical sockets, equipment, in the. sec-luded stopped the showing of a mo- Alumnf
At a meeting the same even- committee report at the next
"Association. Mr. Shaw
vie sponsored by the Fair Play
a bed of each type, and two shower stalls. One handle con- for Cuba Committee. This ac- is a former president of the
ijere at this time," he said,
ing, lasting well into the night, meeting."
ie new feature for the desks and chairs. A single set trols both the amount and the tion was taken because the Alumni Association and has
the IFC unanimously approved
itory is the study rooms of triple windows is built in temperature of the water;- the Providence police said the been an Alumni Trustee since
a resolution favoring local autmeasure 10' x 14' and one wall. After the room is furonomy of selection and expres1957.
.
•
British
culture
will
be
feagroup
did
not
have
a
permit.
showerhead can be regulated
with ten study cubiThe police had previously re- Mr. Johnson was reelected tured in a two day Festival of sing hope that the President of
five each on two of the nished by the college, there is for the direction and type of fused to sell a member of the] National Alumni Chairman last British Arts sponsored by the College and the Board of
of the room. The writing room for a chair or a sofa. spyay. There are two sets of group a nermit because he was June. He has been a member of Arts Council and the Arts Fa- Trustees of Trinity College
support them in their
of the cubicles are There are phone jacks in all translucent windows.
under 21,
the Board of Fellows for many culty. The festival will be held would
decision. The Council defined
fcsk height, allowing a eom- rooms.
The lounges vary in size; a Young Americans for Free- years and a Senior Fellow on campus April 29 and 30.
local autonomy of selection as
fertable orange-colored arm
The cost of the "building itself typical one measures 14' x 23'. dom will submit a resolution to since 1956. He was formerly Various events will center the freedom of the members
hair to fit beneath it.
WAYNK STATE UNIVERSI- president of the New York on aspects of English culture
is $800,000; the contract was Plans call for the usual lounge TY (Mich.) asking the univerAlumni Association and a mem- from the late 16th .. century of a local chapter of every fra- Edward J. McCallum, Jr.,
Xoise Preventives
let last January to Standard flirniture of card tables, sofas, sity to withdraw from NSA. ber of the Nominating Com- through the early eighteenth I ternity on the Trinity eampu; President of the Citizens AntiThe study room walls, as
The festival will open from all pressure from the na- Communist
Committee
ofire ail of the interior walls of Builders, Inc. Designed by and chairs. Two circular lamps SKIBMORE C O L L E G E mittee for Alumni Trustees He century.
with a n
ve.,
ta..a.
wwlxeeeiwud
J?
iionwarv
LJUDde-i
Evensong : of Tudor tibnal fraternity and any other Conn., has, attacked the Trjpod
A
building, except those of j OConnor and • "Kilhain, Archl- light the-louEige at night;- while
new campus
cattmus gree
,,w» from
fmm the
th= College
rntiacV in
in 1960.
1 M Church Music with the ' Can- external influence:
for refusing to print one of
hallways, are of brick con- tects, the dormitory was- fin- two sets of double windows siie. An entirely. new
Designed as an answer to his organization's political adwill
be
constructed
at
a
cost
Mr.
Shaw
has
served
on
the tores Sancti and the English
Iruciion covered with plaster wced
$750^00"
"loan
from
by a
brighten the lounge during the of $20 million. Renovating the j Board of Fellows. He has been Consort of Viols from London. both resolutions, the statement vertisements.
reduce sound. The ceiling is
day. The front lounge windows existing facilities would have a member of the Executive The Jesters will present a per- by the Trustees expressed
iled with acoustical tile, and | the Federal Housing and Home
problem In a letter to the paper'*
afford a view of the north end cost $23 million.
Finance
Agency.
(
R
o
b
e
r
t
Committee of the New York formance of Farquhar's The their awareness of the"continue
floor, also designed to rebusiness manager, Marshall
and
their
desire
to
Beaux'
Stratagem.
Alumni Association since 1949
Blume, McCallum urged that
ace sound, is rubber tiled. O'Connor is a 1916 graduate of campus.
to
take
an
active
interest
in
Marco
Pallis
will
lecture
on
and was Vice-President in I960.
avoid nerve-racking door jof Trinity and' now a member
The center hallways are apthe Viols in English music these problems." It concluded the advertisement be published
Heaings, the door to the study o f t h e B o a r d ot Trustees.) The proximately four feet wide,
Both Lawyers
April 30. Greetings from dig- by stating that a committee and accused tthe Tripod of extensively using' thei "pro-Coma glass panel for students
have acoustical ceiling tile, and
Both Mr. S'haw and Mr. nitaries of the New York Brit- will be appointed to look into mie line." He said the "Marxhing to see who is studyceramic tile walls, and rubber
Johnson are lawyers. Mr. John- j ish Consulate and a special con- the matter.
ist oriented line is being put
tile flooring. In each section of
ing.
son received Ms LL.B. degree I cert of Jacobean music will I President Jacobs, whose re- piecemeal into the blood stream
sponsibility as President of the of the fine young men at
• The 19 single rooms measure
the hallway, there is a stainless
JAN. 6'
Hartford's unpre-1 from New York University, end the festival.
I* x 14" cadi and. the 52 double
steel drinking fountain and an dictable weather, which is often He had w o r k e d his way Throughput the festival there Board of Trustees includes ap- Trinity."
poms, 12' x 14' about the
acoustical tile-lined cubicle for labeled by less complimentary through Trinity in three years. will be a special exhibition of pointing committees, told the
feme size as those in Goodwin
adjectives than "unpredictable" Mr. Shaw received his LL.B. British Art and rare books. The Tripod that a committee will The disputed advertisement
a phone.
and Cook. The single room has Marshall Blume has b e e n In the basement there are by Trinity students, created a degree from Harvard in 1938. British Travel Center will be formed soon but, "whether depicted the open mouth of a
built-in wardrobe closet sim- promoted to business manager two large storage rooms for unique situation here, today. Mr. Shaw is a partner in the sponsor an exhibit in Mather it will make a report to fhe rattle snake and was captioned
next Trustee's meeting is not "The Soviet Delegate talks
| t e to the ones in Jones Hall
Drainage from the heavy rain- firm of Palmer, Series, De- Hall.
trunks and other items.
providing ample space for of the Tripod, succeeding refall collected in the manhole laney, Shaw and Pomeroy, He . Mr. Albert Holland is gen- ascertained." The next meet- P-E-A-C-E." The editorial and
lothes and other sundry items. tiring senior Barnett Lipkind. There are no inside connec- just south of Goodwin dorm to has been active in political af- eral chairman of the festival. ing of the Trustees will be Ap-1 business staffs jointly decided
| There is a. set of double win- Blume previously served as tions between the first and the send a thick stream of vapor fairs, serving as chairman of He will be assisted by Profest h e material was out of taste
second floors. Each section on over much of the campus.
"They were concerned and and should not be printed.
the Republican Town Commit- sor Cooper. The Arts Council
iws for the single. Attach- circulation manager.
tee of New Castle. He is also is in charge of student parti- they followed it through in this McCallum had asked that if
ed to the walls six feet above In his first action as head each floor is separated by a
possible the Citizens Antia member of the Down Town cipation. The Jesters, Tripod, way," Jacobs affirmed.
ground are wooden strips of the business staff, Blume se- set of double steel fire doors.
Association of New York and WF<TC, Chamber Music Club, A strong supporter of local Communist Committee name
hanging pictures, banners, lected Martinus Nickerson to On future plans, Dean Hewes
Kelsey, Assistant Comtroller,
and Cai-illoneurs will take part autonomy, President Jacobs not be printed in connection
the University Club.
igtc. For a single room there
loaned several copies of speech- with the ad.
four electrical sockets. A fill the vacant circulation job commented that the college has
Mr. Johnson is on the Board in the festival.
William Reese more land near the dorm. At
lone bulb graces the ceilings) and nappointed
e
both single and double I t° ^ newly created office of the present time there are no
subscription
manager. He re- plans for additional dormitory j
$ooms.
ported that the creation of the construction. Plans depend up-j
Spring Bedding
The separate single spring I subscription post was neces- on the action of the fraternities'
•ds with five-inch foam rub-jsitated by increased paid cir- in their decisions to either
keep their houses or raze them (
iV mattresses are . of two i culation of fhe paper.
;, platform and bolster, j Advertising manager Ken- and have members move into'
bolster beds have a head- j neth Wiltsek will remain in dorms and construct dining
halls and social rooms.
hoard. Besides fhe bed a single I office.
.
he remained for 44 years. He
Cap, the man behind the mail
became
supervisor during the
boxes, will be 87 this month.
1920's. He retired in 19-w but
In his IG years as Trinity
then accepted his present posipostmaster, ' he has seen the
tion at Trinity. He has no plans
post office grow from 90 mail
for a second retirement.
boxes to 1400 mailboxes.
Sorting the mail was much
Cap's real name is Francis
easier in 1946, Cap recalled. He
Patrick Horan but "Cap" hasj
worked alone sorting the mail
become a tradition for him. He
on his desk at one time and
regrets never having a chance
putting
it into the boxes. ToI to attend Trinity but proudly
day ha has two full time assistprints which win hang on the
'declared that his younger son,
BY MYRON ROSENTHAL 1 There will be one lecture
ants and a few part time stu! room which. will be large walls. These will be correlated
Richard P, Horan, graduated
dent assistants.
Location will not be the only e n o u g h for t n r e e sec tions to to classroom discussion.
in the class of 1948. Richard
Present plans call for a slide
Growing Post Offfice
ige when the Art Depart- meet at one time. It will be
later joined the F.B.I, and in
Noting the evolution of Trin195S was killed in the line of
moves to the new Fine equipped with a screen and library adjacent to the projecity's postal system, Cap re^ The already (four projectors so'pictures can tion or art lecture room to faduty.
TRINITY'S Building.
called that the post office first
v e r e r o w d e d department, | be shown side by side on the cilitate the use of slides in the
When Cap was bom, Trinity
OLD FAITHFUL
became federal in 1947 when
Web. must reject many appli- screen for comparison pur- classes.
was still located on the old
it was moved from the guard's
Faculty facilities will be
J s n t s each semester, will prob* poses.
.
According to the boiler- campus. He -said he did not
office to Seabury Hall in what
fably be forced to reject many Two exhibition galleries will greatly improved. The Fine room attendant, the difficulty remember the move to Galis now Dr. McNulty's office.
pnore when students see the':be placed near the entrance Arts instructors, Dr. Taylor, began about 7 p.m. when the lows Hill in 1878, being a mere
Cap has been married for 56
Mr.
Pappas,
and
Mr.
Ferguson
rain water and melting ice wa- lad of three. During his youth,
"modern, spacious, and well-;lobby. These galleries will be
years. His advice on. staying
uipped studios, galleries, lee-1 completely
artificially
lit, will have separate offices in ter seeped into and practically the College consisted of three
married is "don't take women
^
room and study facilities, there are no windows. Aceord- the new building. They now submerged the heated pipes buildings and had no athletic
too seriously." He didn't give
I The Arts'" Department will ing to Prof. Taylor, this is in share a cluttered room in hear Goodwin. The heat from fields. Cap used to graze cows
any advice on how to live long,
Boardman
Hall.
the
pipes
finally
caused
the
where the football field now
ature three studios and a'keeping with modern trends.
but
mentioned that he has regThere
will
"also
be
a
faculty
water to boil which created stands, He also ran errands
which.'-": is .planned for I The walls of the corridors in
ular habits. He said he smokes
studio
for
the
members
of
the
much
pressure
on
the
man
hole
plelkm at a future time.!the vicinity of the studios and
50 students.
but doesn't drink.
now cover above. Fortunately, the for theSemi-Pro Player
'faese studios will contain star- • exhibition galleries will be department. Dr. Taylor
1
Cap -has received a number
uses
a
corner,
"of
one
of
the
attendant
determined
the
probThe meadows gave way to
ge and locker space. One stu- covered with a type of wall
of
awards including one oJC
_0 will be used for the intro- boarding into which thumb class studios. Mr. Pappas does
c o v e r . an athletic field and Cap bethe first three citizens given
.
It
will
his-work
at
his
home.
"It
w
i
l
l
f
c
£
*
t
e
s
He played
fluctorv course in. drawing and Stacks can be placed to hang
he
r e p o r t e ( i i came an athlete.
by the Rotary Club. . He rean advantage to the s tutu
'aiming, Art 201-202, a.second pictures. A kitchenette is next be an
geyser-of water center field for a semi-pro
cently retired as President of
dents," Pappas noted,
"to
have
the
th steam^ that went "30.to 40 baseball team which used the
-M omnn/iand"
"Jr the giaphic arts class,-and to one of the galleries "for
FRANClC 'CAP' HORAN.'is.absorbed in one of Ins the Civil Service Retirement
^.n+hrta.r,,
P*™,,* for its stadium. The
third tc,<- advanced drawing opening days etc. when we artists working on the campus. II ffeet
in the air.
campus
many daily tasks as Trinity Postmaster. 'Cap', who has spent Association. He also was acpainting.
' )serve refreshments."
I For much of the remainder college at one time even had 76 years working in Post Offices 116 of them at Trinity), is tive in the Connecticut Stale
by
our
achievements
as
well
as
Post Office Clerks, Knights of
of the evening steam. poured bleachers and a grandstand. He | indeed a master of the mails.
"We planned the fourth stu-i Exhibits have always been
Columbus, Neuman Club, and
from
the'
manhole,
and
the
because we hope to have aja makeshift thing," said As- their own."
calls
the
Trinity
men
of
the
Prof, Taylor concluded his wind carried it to the 'south ISSO's good athletes.
St. Joseph's Cathedral.
coarse in sculpture." 1 sociate Prof. Mitchel Pappas,
building by
"We went where | considered too old.
rpraises_ of" the
"and
the
Fine
Arts
Center
walls of Goodwin and Cook. Cap got his nickname by | explained us." He tried to After the Spanish American Giving" advice to those who
id department head JohnTaycommenting,
"It
isstraightbeing a captain in the Span- they sent
want more mail, Cap concluded
'This will be the only should solve this."
enlist in World War I but was War, Cap went to work for
forward and contemporary-and Most of the windows in the
lum J1 Also inc
included will be an art if will fit very nicely onto our area became fogged and in ish American War. He never unable to serve because he was the Harttcrd post office where "write to other people."
in the curriculum
saw overseas "duty, and as he
(continued on page 4)
can foresee at this!study room where students will campus."
I be able to study the available
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'Cap' Reflects On His 87th Birthday.
Recalls Grazing Cattle On Campus
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Patience
Following the student iniated drive to end fraternity discrimination on this campus, the Board of
Trustees voted Saturday to appoint a committee to
probe more deeply into the problem and make the
necessary recommendaitons.
We are disappointed that the Trustees did not reply directly to the Senate resolution asking for a stand
on discrimination and to the IFC resolution asking
for support of local autonomy, but Trustees, like the
English House of Lords, are dedicated to preservation of tradition, and therefore they normally adjust to
change reluctantly. The statement viewed in this light
is an accurate representation of their conservative
attitude. Disregarding the emotional factors involved,
the Trustees have considered the controversial demands of the Senate and IFC and* with magnanimous
patience, saying they "will continue to take m active
interest in these problems,"
No Severe Criticism
We cannot severely criticize the Trustees for failing to take more immediate action en discrimination
•when We realize the traditionally conservative nature
of their office. Indeed, there may be something to be
learned from their patient approach, A college corporation that scurries to adjust to every demand for
change runs the risk of weakening the unity of the
institution by creating too great a diversity of policy.
In the area of race relations, patience is indeed a
necessary quality. Although much can be gained from
"Freedom Rides'* and other -such, demonstrations, the
tempering influence of more moderate forces is also
beneficial The Trustees apparently do not feel they
are sufficiently familiar with all aspects of the discrimination issue. Therefore, in line with their essentially cautious attitude, they will appoint a committee
to investigate the situation here.
The creation of the committee, however,, should
not become an end in itself,^ as so often happens when
a body sidesteps making any definite decision by appointing a committee to "look into" the problem.
Rather, the committee created by the Board of
Trustees must investigate the situation honestly, for
the Trustees will ultimately have to make a decision
on fraternity discrimination. If they do not, but instead
allow the question to remain indefinitely with some
inactive investigative body, it may only be inferred
that they tacitly condone discrimination.
Support Committee Members
Since this investigative body has not yet been
appointed by President Jacobs, and since the decision
as to who will be on this body has not been made, We
would suggest that, in addition to Trustees, certain
faculty members familiar with racial problems, experts
in racial matters (such as a representative of a civic
interest group or civil rights commission), fraternity
representatives, and students instrumental in the passage of the two campus resolutions be considered for
membership. Although the committee should not be
so large as to be unwieldy, such people should at least
be consulted in any thorough examination of the problem.
;
And as we have pointed out previously, a problem
does very definitely exist/ The autonomy of certain
fraternities here is being violated • by the arbitrary
rules and decisions of their national organizations. It
is the responsibility of the Trustees to redress this
situation.
In addition, the Trustees have been called upon
to take a stand on a pressing moral issue. The students
of the college initiated the action to do away with
irrational and immoral discrimination. The Trustees
have taken a first step toward fulfilling their duty in
resolving the problem. They are proceeding with a
caution perhaps necessary of men in their position. But
they must not let this cautiousness impair their effectiveness. The first steps have been taken, but all parties concerned must remember that the walk is long.

8:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.

7:30 ajn.
11:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

CHAPEL SCHEDULE
Tuesday
Senior Lay Readers: Don Jones and Don Macbay
"Summer Projects Meeting in Alumni Lounge
Speakers: Dr. Ferwerda-Crossroafls
Arnold Friedman-Israel
Ian Bennett-Experiment in International Living
Peter l,ang:lykke-Ainerican Indians
Wednesday
Holy Communion followed by light breakfast
Thursday and Friday
The Rev. Kenneth D. Thomas '53, Rector of
Paul's Church, Hartford, on "Two Meditations on the Christian Life"
'' •
Sunday
Holy Communion
College Vespers; Guest Speaker will be the
E«v. James W. Kennedy, D.D., Rector of the
Church of ifoe Ascension, New York City. Dr.1
Kennedy recently returned from the meeting
of the World Council of Churches1, in New
Belli}.
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our association. T h i s , I be- o c c u r r e d . The
ernity, and it depends on (b)
Do We Discriminate
the idea that the selection of
Does the Sigma Chapter dis* Heve, is because a ciose fratern-1 nroke with u*.. not
members irv a Southern chap- criminate on an ethnic basis? Ity feels the sense of loyalty a fact, but bevause of an §
ter, if it is to be moral, must This is the question whose ans- to individuals, notwithstanding' straction, a mj th._ a ssra|p
race, religion, or nation- paper. The rebellion did j
be based on the opinion and wer has moral implications. their
aiity.
I stand on moral groundiS,
prejudices of our progressive This is the question that I and
It
this
sense
of
loyalty
was'
Dwight.Httlbrook '6$
its
other
members
should
be
in a Northern chapter.
1
morally concerned with as we violated: by an act of ethnic,
To The Editor:
would not only separate tliem- First let Us attack point (a). are. personally identified with, discrimination in the Sigma (Kditor's XO*P: ThW
not say that I, a Delta and responsible for, the activ* Chapter, then the rebellion was been wlitpd trom Us
This letter is not s, statement selves from the Delta Phi, na- IPhi,willam
not l i n k e d to the ities of this association.
ft'om
nmorally justified. No such act length o£ 1330 worth
by Delta Phi. Neither is it in- tional fraternity, but
Southern
chapters. But I am
Sigma
Chapter
as
well.
Were
tended to represent, necessarily,
The
ex-members
will
point
t&
linked in the same sense
opinions Of Delta Phi. My mo- they morally justified In doing only
that I, an American, am link- an instance where the accepti
tive for writing it is based on this? , . .
ed to all associations (in effect, ance into our Chapter of a
the .belief that whenever a perfellow-chapters) w i t h i n the fellow of a minority religion
Argument For Split
son feels an issue has been innation. I ant a broth- brought on a reaction f r o m
adequately covered, it is his The moral argument of the American
er
to
members
other rihap» t h e National. Unfortunately,
responsibility to try to correct members who split from our ters in the sameinway
the they will rarely tell you that,
House runs along several lines. French were brothers that
this inadequacy.)
during members of this religion have
As
one
of
these
lines,
they
will
In the late spring- of 1960,
the Revolution, in the same been taken into our Chapter
members of the Sigma Chapter cite the discrimination in other way that the Soviets are com- with no difficulty from the Na*
voted, as a group, to dissolve chapters of Delta1 Phi. The ex- rades unde-r Cositnunism.
tional, They will rarely tell, you
their ties W i t h the National meffibers disliked being linked
that there was difficulty in this
under
the
name
Delta
Phi
with
fraternity With the understandperson's case not because of
Linked
By
A
Term
especially
the
Southern
chaping that the alumni Who *own
ethnic objections, but because
our house on Vernon Street ters, which apparently have had But shall we say that because we in the Chapter (shall we
two men, 'who have never seen be frank and admit that ^an
supported the decision. Over heavy discrimination.
BIRTH D E F E C T S . . .
the summer, it became dear The validity of this argument each other, are linked by a eX'inember d e s e r v e s fee
that they would not give con- depends on (a) the linkage be- term that t h e y are thereby blame?) failed to respect the
sent.
tween chapters, which must identified with each other to National request: we did not
Notwithstanding, some broth- be real to the point of making the point of being responsible enable' the National to advise
ers decided independently to a member 6t one chapter re- for each other's actions? We by notifying Delta Phi when
form their own local fraternity, sponsible for the actions of an- are not forced to this conclu- we should have that we were
Q.E.D., which meant that they other chapter in the same frat- sion if we restrict a brother's taking in a member of a mincategory of responsibility to ority group. If it wasn't for
his own chapter where.moral negligence, this m a n would
identity is founded on an in- have been accepted without any
timate social experience, and problem.
not a term.
Now let us consider (b), the Finally, If the ex^members
second
point on w- h i C h this had thought, Sigma Chapter
By PAUL SMITH
ironic, if a little ambiguous— argument
of the ex-members was morally distasteful, would
This year's first number of has the character been aborted depends. We
have heard many they, after a two m o n t h s '
the Trinity Review is out—in out of life or the Army? I times our progressive
pledge period, have b e c o m e
at least two senses of the word. think the tone of the begmning ing, "Southern chapters inshoutbrothers They .themselves, in
Delam certain that somewhere might be revised and the farce ta Phi are. uivAmerican I They other words, refute the argualong the line all the contri- action of the scene at the flo- discriminate immorally!"
ment that Sigma Chapter pracbutors will be congratulated werbeds deleted to line the
tices ethnic discrimination.
and encouraged on the mistak- whole story up with the ending,
Most of us are optimists. We expect life to be icutinely normal.
I honestly feel that if a memBight To Tell
en notion that if you tell a the better part of it. Old solBabies, for example, should come into the world fully equipped
ber, of a minority group, a
Do
we
have
a
right
to
tell
poor writer he's good, some- diers will add—perhaps uni yliysically to take on life':, battles and enjoy its blessings.
Negro, for . example, wanted
how or other the incantation fairly—peace is, indeed, hell. any chapter, or any private to become a member of Sigma
: .But how do we feel about a child like Georgie, now eighteen
organiEation for that matter, Chapter and if he had 'good
Much Is Commonplace
sviH make him better, or on
months old? He was born with an open spine, a cleft lip, a cleft
:he equally mistaken notion The work of these four stu- to choose members as w e friendships in the: fraternity,
palate and a club foot. Georgie is just one of the 250,000 inwould
like
it
to
choose?
What
:hat there is something differ- dents shows at least a minifants bom each year in this country with a significant birth
he would become a member of
other
chapters
do
is
their
own
?nt about "undergraduate" wri- mum commitment to the craft
.defect.
fag that places it out of criti- Of writing, and it has attained business. And we have a moral
Are we surprised—indifferent—or sympathetic?
cal season. So there is proba- that point at which it is worth duty to respect their rights.
• In ancient Greece these babies were left to die. Most!}',
bly not milch point in repeat- revision. What happens to it Furthermore, if o u r New
through the centuries, society turned away from them. Parents
ing the tautologies, writing is now will be the harder test of England progressives c o u l d SMART
felt tainted and hid their birth defects children from sight.
1
writing, good is good, and the authors' various talents. only understand the fact that
Today all that's changed. With New March of Dimes funds,
poor is poor, or in saying that But the rest is, to my mind, a southern Negro, to m a n y HABIT The National Foundation has taken on the piobk'in in earnest.
poor writing has less, not more, slight or commonplace or so Whites who have lived in;the
A nationwide program of treatment, research and education has
reason for being published on far beyond my repeated at- South, is closer, educationally
been undertaken. Better medical care and prevention aj e bound
a college campus than any- tempts at comprehension that and socially, to a destitute
to come. But your support is needed. Say 'Yes' to the 1963
where else. However, although I Cannot judge it. Much of it Puerto Rican in New York City
NEW MARCH OF DIMES.
certainly don't relish making shows a lack of concern for than he is to a northern Negro,
the statement, I must honestly even the most ^simple matters they might be m o r e 'symsay that I think this issue of of grammar, syntax, and dic- pathetic with the c h o i c e of
the Review is an irrelevant, tion, let alone the complexi- members in southern chapters.
uncritical, and very expensive ties of poetics and prose style.
We, as northerners, certainly
I think that no good, and pos- have no right to impose our
gesture.
First, it Is irrelevant. The sibly some harm, is done by views on the private associaHeview is supported by stu- having this material published. tions of any chapter. Or are
dent funds and should, there- Third, the Keview is expen- we the "grand inquisitor" holdfore, be limited to undergrad- sive. Eighteen pages of this is- ing an H.U.A.C. investigation?
YOUR DIMES WILL
uate writing. Eighteen of the sue come from outside the cam- If a private group excludes on
forty-three pages of this issue pus; sixteen pages at most of a false basis it destroys its own
So. M Say Yes to The MEW
»re given over to 1) a poem the remainder deserve publica- self-respect. Our moral obligavhich, although of some merit, tion. My guess—and I have a tion here is to respect its right
s neither instructive to other feeling that my figures are
to include Or not to include
oets nor proves anything by low—is that this issue cost sat some individual.
Its presence here, and will least $500, or something a litprobably be published in the tle less than $15 a page. It
The National Plan
poet's imminent fourth volume isn't worth it. There are betDelta
Phi does not have any
anyway; 2) a play by an alum- ter ways to spend money on
clause that discriminates any
writing,
and
I'll
suggest
one.
us who has been "asked to
minority from any chapter.
Preliminary Issues
'put on' this play for actual
Members who split from Sig(sic) production at the (sic) The Review could publish a ma Chapter objected to a NaYale University," a work that series of preliminary, mimeo- tional plan (not in the Conis better seen than read; and graphed, inexpensive issues stitution) that gives Delta Phi
3) a poem from a poet who during the year which would the, right to "advise" any chap"resides in the New York City bring--to critical light the com- ter on any minorities the chap^
area" and should not have been petent and incompetent work ter is taking in. They felt that
published here or anywhere such as we have seen in this this plan virtually discriminates
else.
and other issues. (This would because the National would
satisfy those who feel that pub- threaten to dissolve its ties.with
Praises Four
Second, the editing is uncritic- lication comes with the tuition:) any chapter that did not take
al. Although deserved recogni- If these preliminary issues its advice. And I ask the extion has been given to Chatfield, were subjected to oral and memhers to prove ' that the
Lander, Hollenbeck, and Fish, •written criticism, and if the National would! '
their work can hardly carry a poetry and fiction were revised
whole issue. Chatfield's Frogs and rewritten, there would be If the ex-members had reis the best prose work in the enough, I am sure, for a lar- belled because of actual disissue. The repetition is over- ger annual issue vrorthy of the crimination in Sigma Chapter
done and the horror of the in- present and rather rich format, of Delta Phi, this would have
cident and those frogs de- as weE as the name of the been a different story—a moral
mands—in order for this to college of liberal arts in its story! The fact is Sigma Chapter has taken,
in brothers of
become a story—a conscious title.
v
rather than an emetic action If I seem stridently critical J e w i s h, Oriental, and even
from the boy; still this is a or concerned with this matter, Protestant background without
fine exercise in point of view. it is because as a member of a n y threats or interference
Lander's two lyrics, Penelope the English Department I have from its National. Instead they
and In S h a m e ' s Carnelian a more than ordinary invest- rebelled, I believe, against an
Chamber, and fcfollenbeck's Of ment in what is written and abstraction: a series of words
.••-'•
Spindrift Seed are controlled published on this campus, I o n p a p e r .
and subtle and unusual poems. can't ignore what seems to me 1 contend that the National
(I'm afraid I am put off in to be a demonstration of edi- will have an obligation (in the
Lander's third poem by the torial, critical, and financial ir- name of progress) to get rid
image of Victorian Arnold responsibility in that area. of the plan when our academic
pounding his fists and' in Hol- Without wishing to deny stu- moralists show us that they
lenbeck's other poem by the dent autonomy in the Review, are not dilettantes by meeting
fact that it is A Cute Run Of I would remind the editors the cause of discrimination and
Subtle Tricks In Cutting Apart that there are curricular and by demonstrating to us the sinLines.)
extracurricular sources for the cerity and social usefulness of
In Fish's A Short Story the advice they need and, if they their altruism: by spending a
l l ^ E TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
details of the scene that frames have respect for the art of wri- summer or two as a New York
the action are rendered well ting and the craft of criticism, City social worker or public
AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD- NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATiSFY
school teacher in east Harlem.
and the ending is dramatic and they'll take it.

Letters TOThe Editor

H@lbi*®®k: QED Split from D Phi
Mot Based On Moral Grounds

Paul Smith Reviews
Student Literary Works

THE
PROBLEM
ONE
WANTED
TO FACE

SIC FLIC

'Now, now Susan.. .everybody

can't be the Homecoming Queen!"
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i n n student Lives Under Communism For Summer;
bees Israeli Kibbutz System As Experiment With Future
By BBE2CARD BABBEB

past summer I had th
q
opportunity to live un
• der one of Hie only truly com
Biunist systems in the modern
world—the Kibbutz of Israel,
collective settlements
I
the principles of Marx
more closely than any other
" society in existence, including
Russia and Communist China.
There are however several
basic differences ibetween the
Kibbutz and that of Lenin,
which we shall, discuss.
During my stay In Israel, I
mas able &> visit several of
these collective farms. There
are over 280 Kibbutzim (plural
©i Kibbutz) located all over
the country, including the arid
Negev dessert. The life there
is very similar to that of the
-Commune system" of Communist China with one vital
exception the members of a
Kibbutz come to the farm
voluntarily and are free to
leave at any time they choose.
J*or this reason, only those
people who are strongly motivated by the Kibbutz's Communist way of life join them.
"To each according to his
needs and from each according
to his ability," and "Equality
o£ a t men" are the two basic
precepts of the Kibbutz way of
life.
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exactly as any other enterprise, the nation, the question as present, this danger is growing Whether the Kibbutz ' surThey must raise capital .'.to to the f u t u r e
of
the less and less ana with it, sup- vives or does not will probably
start, pay off a mortgage, am Kibbutz system has been posedly, the reason lor the be determined by the present
save up money in a bank for raised. One of'the main- fac- Kibbutz way of life, I£ is be- generation of its inhabitants. If
later expansion. Within the tors in the foundation of the ing debated whether there is it does or "not may be an indiunit of the Kibbutz, however, system was the patriotism at present, a movement of the cation of the eventual success
complete Communist life of the founders which was youth away from the Kibbutz of Communism, in any form
goes on.
prompted by the danger of the as the life there becomes more over man. It is an experiment
The Kibbutzim are a recent time in which they lived. At, of a quiet and a regular one. with the future.
idea, the oldest, Dagania, being [ just 50 years old. They
Were originally founded for defensive and agricultural pur.
poses, to ward off the continual Arab attacks_and cultivate swamps and deserts. During the Arab-Israel wars of
1948-9, the Kibbutzim were
the first line of defense for
Israel and it is to them alone
that the country owes its
single greatest debt.

Annual Cash Sale
ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED!

Heroism Saves Israel
I visited a Kibbutz in the
dessert, Mishmar HaNegev,
Which means guardian of the
Negev, where the heroism
that saved Israel from the
Arab onslaught was very much
in evidence. During the war,
advance units of the Egyptian
army cut off the entire Kibbutz. The settlers held the attacking Arabs off as long as
they could and were eventually overcome by vastly superior
numbers. Not a man or woman
lived through the incident.
Everything was completely destroyed—every house burned,
every animal killed. The Kibbutz was rebuilt by the few
survivors who had managed to
escape before the Arabs cut
them off, and Is now a flourishing garden of green in the
middle of the desert.

•. £ ? i
MOmWECHAl (the hand
er rhat was destroyed by the advancing Arof Mordechai) located near the Gaza Strip is
No Money Used
abs m 11)48 when the kibbutz was overrun in
A member of a Kibbutz, if pictured above. The statue is of the leadone of the fiercest battles of the war. It is
er
of
the
defense
of
the
Warsaw
Ghetto
presently one of the strongest defensive
he spends his whole life on one,
points in the entire southern defense system.
111 may never see money* None is against the Nazis after whom the kibbutz is
used in the community in named. In the background is a water tow|k Which he lives. If he is hun- same amount of food as the all expenses will be paid by
|t* gry, he goes to the dining strongest and most productive the ^Kibbutz since the girl's er than an insignificant member of the masses as he is in
hall and is fed. If he needs one.
family has no money of its the Soviet and Chinese sysclothing, he goes to the dispen- Communist 'Town Meetings' own.
tems.
sary and is given clothing. The "Dictatorship of the proThe various committees of The idea of absolute equality Another such Kibbutz (there
JThere are no wages.
letariat" is one of the Marxian the Kibbutz are advisory
is extended so far that sill
There is no danger that any principles not lived up to by groups, established to aid the officers of the Kibbutis, elected Were many) is pictured above.
member of a Kibbutz will take the Kibbutz system. Every assembly in its. work by to serve one year terms, must The Kibbutz Ramat Rachel
more than his needs because member of a Kibbutz attends thoroughly investigating such do their jobs as officers in which is near Jerusalem is responsible for most of the heroic
the entire life'of a member is meetings of a general assembly specialized matters as educa- addition to their assigned tasks defense
of Jerusalem. During
i)ased on principles other than at which almost all community tion, farm operation, dining as members of the general the course Of the battle for
property accumulation as it is business is transacted. Very hall. operation, anfl other such community. In a Kibbutz near Jerusalem, Kibbutz changed
here in the United States. If similar to the "town meetings' functions. 'The members are the Gaza Strip that I Visited, hands several times, each with
property accumulation was the held in small New England usually shifted from year to the secretary of the settle- a heavy loss of life on both
goal of a man, he would not towns, the idea of absolute year.
ment was the second mechanic Sides. Even now, the great
join a Kibbutz, for it is im- equality prevails here. . If a
until 4 o'clock when he as- determination with which memIntegral Individualism
possible in this way of life. mother wants to Send a daughsumed his duties as secretary. j'bers of Kibbutzim will fight
These
"town
meetings"
are
ter
to
the
university,
a
man
The goals of one are the goals
for the land they have worked
Surrounded By Capitalists
extremely
efficient
because
of
of all. The final goal is the wants to visit his brother in
so hard to cultivate is an imOne
of
the
chief
anomalies
the
limited
size
of
the
KibJerusalem, or the tool shop
community good.
portant factor in the 'defense
of
the
Kibbutz
System
of
Israel
butzim
themselves.
This
is
wants to buy another tractor,
In the Kibbutz, everyone the entire Kibbutz votes on it. another of the basic differences is that all relations outside the of Israel. All of the borders
works only as much as he can If it is found after reports from between the internatipnalist Kjbbutz, even those among are strengthened with such
{each according to his ability). the committees on financial idea of Communism and the neighboring Kibbutzim, are on settlements, where. men never
a
The amount of food and cloth- matters and education, that it Kibbutz. The limited size of a strictly capitalistic basis. go into the fields without
;
ing he receives does not de- is la the good of the entire Kibbutz—the largest has 2,000 Once the walls of the settle- rifle in their hands.
pend on the amount of work community to send the girl to members while most have ment are reached, a. com'
Future Questioned
he contributes to the com- the University, she will be about 500—enables the indi- pletely different world is in
With
the development of the
vidual
to
become
an
integral,
existence. Kibbutzim must surmunity. The oldest and weak- sent. When and if she does go,
element of his community rath- vive in this capitalistic world. Israeli army for the defense of
est member is offered the

ooo

Some say we go overboard, the lengths
we go to in testing Ford-built cars at
^'Hurricane Road"—our wind-andweather lab in Dearborn, 'Michigan.
'And for practical purposes—we do.
,You might call it,"testing in depth."

Barrio's ©wo - Now $15.85
Regularly to §19.95
Micro Cellular Rubber Soled Oxfords
in Aniline Calfskin or Imported Grain
Leather lined Classic Moccasins in
Scotch Grain or Puritan Veai
Natural Calf Oxfords with full Leather
linings in wing tip or Norwegian front

BARRIE'S CUSTOM-GRADE-Now 17*85 & 19.85
Regularly to $24.95
® Soft Natural Grained Calfskins in
Plain Toe or Wing Tip
© Shell Cordovan Plain Toe Fully Calf
Lined, Double Leather or Rubber
Soles
® Our Dress Moccasins in Briar Calf

with Full Kid Linings

BARRIE'S' IMPERIAL'S — Mow From $21.85
REPRESENTS THE WORLD'S FINEST LEATHERS and CRAFTSMANSHIP

22 TRUMBULL STREET
HARTFORD
JA 5-6261
FREE Customer Parking
at Bushnell Parking Lot

Connecticut's Collegiate Men's Shoe Shops

LUCKY STRIKE
presents;
"THE
INTELLECTUALS"

Ford scientists and engineers have
devised a gigantic test tunne! that
creates monsoon rains and tornadic
winds in a matter of minutes. Super
sun lamps boost temperatures from 20
below to 160 above zero. Fog and
drizzle, snow and sleet—ail at the twist
of dials. Huge cylinders beneath testcar wheels imitate every kind of road:
from flat, smooth turnpike to rutted
mountain trail. .

It's Yoga— '
I willed myself
up here!"

Out of it all comes knowledge of how to
build better cars—cars that are built to
Fast-longer, require less care, and retain
their value better. This constant aiming
for perfection is just one more way in
which research and engineering are .
earning for Ford Motor Company its
place of leadership..
"J tried to be
a beatnik,
but! couldn't
grow a beard."

MOTOR COMPANY

...butthink of.it
this way, Gwen,
I'm here, and
Lord Byron isn't

"To lose one's individuality is to
lose the meaning of life itself!"

The American Road, Dearborn •, Michigan
PRODUCTS FOR THE AMERICAN ROAD • THE FARM
• INDUSTRY* AND THE AGE OF SPACE

^

c i s * *±_Lli

IF YOU'RE AN INTELLECTUAL, be thankful you're jiving at the right time. The
climate of our contemporary culture rs sympathetic to new voices, new ideas.
The new age of enlightenment explains, among other things, the popularity of
Luckies on college campuses. Deduce this yourself: Enlighten up a Lucky. As
its heady aroma swirls about you, reflect on this profundity: College students
smoke more Luckies than any other regular.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste-for a change!
Product Oj

^ do&aeeo- is our middle name
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Trinity — 1962

Bantams Top Tufts 81-79 On Uphoff Hoop

Sideline
Splinters

MEDFORD, MASS., Jan. 6—mid-season break, ior exams. J
Daryle Up'hoff climaxed a late This Tuesday the Bantams host j
Trinity rally with a basket in Wesleyan in the first of two j
the final seconds of play to games with the Cardinals. A !
give the Bantams a 81-79.vicby Steve Perreault
tory over Tufts tonight. The year ago Trinity dropped both
of these always exciting conThe last 12 months were quits disappointing ones win was the sixth m seven tests to Wes. . . This year could Former Trinity f o o t b a l l
year, he spoiled any chances
starts for Trinity. Tufts is now
as far as Trinity sporting accomplishments were con- 3-3
be a reversed s t o r y , for al- great, Roger LeClerc, has just the Cleveland Browns m i g h t
on the season.
cerned. The 1961 team records run as follows: basket- With tiie
though Wesleyan is still as completed a Very . impressive have had to gain a first place
tied 79-79
ball, 4-13; squash, 3-6; swimming, 4-6; fencing 3-8; and a mere score
six seconds left, strong, the Bantams have im- second season with the Nation- tie in the Eastern Conference
lacrosse, 1-6; baseball, 6-8; track, 4-3; tennis, 4-2; the Jumbos threw away the piwed 100% over last season's al Football League's Chicago by connecting on a nine-yard
Bears. During the 1961 pro-field goal in the final minutes
golf, 4-3-1; football, 5-2-1. soccer, 6-8. The past year ball and a missed Trinity shot performance.
saw Trinity athletic representatives meet defeat .55 in the final two seconds was
On Saturday the Batam quin- fessional season LeClerc re- of play giving the Bears a 17tet will travel to M.I.T. to try placed Bill Bishop at defensive 14 win. And in the Bears' wraptimes as compared to 44 victories . . . not overly im- tapped in by Uphofl\
and make it two in a row over tackle for the Bears, and, in up against the Minnesota Vikpressive.
'
The Bantam victory was the Engineers. Trinity toppled addition, assumed the p l a c e ings, LeClerc accounted for 10
However, the year did end with very successful even more hard to come by
y as M.I.T. 70-60' in the season's kicking chores for the Chicago of his club's 52 points by kickseasons in both football and soccer, indicating a trend they
were down by eight points opener back in early Decem- club.
ing a 17-yarder and converting
th
on seven points after touch
in the right direction. What does the new year hold in midway in the second half, ber.
Roger
didn't
really
get
rollstore for Trin. Let's draw up a 1962 forecast in the Barry Leghorn, who led all A week from Monday, Trin- ing until mid-season, when he downs. Chicago won that one
52-35 to finish with a 8-6 reform of several belated New Years resolutions, which
ity will host Union College, one was. firmly established, as the cord.
.
will give our Bantams some marks to shoot for.
Bears'
#
1
kicker.
During
the
of the four squads the Banfinal ten minutes.
latter
hajf
of
the
season
he
70 Points
BASKETBALL: Jay Me Williams will see his squad Trinity's scoring was again tams managed to best last seabooted several field goals from Dan Jessee's pride booted 10
reverse their 4-13 mark of a year ago. Indeed, they are well distributed with four play- son,
the 40-yard line or better and of 24 field goals and 40 of 41
already well on their way. . . . In addition, how 'bout ers in double figures. Behind • Norman's 17 point output to- tied
a National Football League conversions for a season total
an invitation to the NCAA small college tourney? . . . Leghorn, captain John Norman night leaves him with close to record by kicking five in a of
70 points, second only to the
Jiad
17,
Uphoff
15,
and
Bob
a
22
point
average
for
the
Oh yes, small-college honorable mention for captain
Bears' Mike Ditka in club scorBrandenberger 13. The Ban- seven Trinity games. . . This, single game.
John Norman.
tam victory was fashioned at fine mark was built chiefly on The 240-pound, 1959 small ing. Ditka, a 1960 All-AmerSWIMMING: This year's mermen will he as suc- the foul line where they out- his 39 point production in the college All-American finished can from University of Pittscessful as any others in the school's history .;. . a n scored t h e i r hosts 33 to 17. Williams game. . . . Trinity's the season in fine style. In the burgh and. NFL roKie of the
undefeated season, and many more pool records will Leghorn alone connected on defense faltered in the Tufts next to the last contest of the year, led the Bears in scoring
with 12 touchdown catches,
11 charity tosses.
game. . Previously only Wilfall.
_ • • • • •
good for 72 points.
liams
had
managed
more
than
REBOUNDS:
There
are
only
SQUASH: Don Mills will again receive national
70 points against the Bantams.
Hartford sports enthusiasts
three
games
left
before
the
recognition for his skill with the racket . . . however,
can expect this # 1 Trinity
the team as a whole certainly does not promise much.
(Continued from Page 1)
athletic alumnus to continue his
FENCING: Coach Ken Shailer has helped fencing
some cases water drops formed fine showing come next Fall.
Roger's defensive ability was
on the inside walls.
pass out of its infancy here. Last year was the first
The only reported damage never doubted, and n o w his
satisfactory season . . . this will be the first winning!
came to the studios of WRTC- added kicking skill makes him
one.
FM.
There the stream entered a double threat to all Chicago
LACROSSE: Last season was its first as a recog- BRIDGEPORT, Jan. 5^-De- narrow the gap to ten again, the studio offices and the rec- opponents.
nized varsity sport. The only major losses will be co- spite two strong rallies, the but Bridgeport found the ans-ord library. Minor warping of
captains Vin Stempien and Art Gregg
the 1962 Trinity frosh were unable to wer to the young Bantams full a few albums and generally
improve on last year's woeful overcome an early 9-1 deficit court press and moved to their damp conditions /of the studio
were the significant results.
and fell before the Bridgeport final margin of 15.
•per1' - - ''.nee.
Gish led all scorers with an Later in the evening the sit"JA.SEBALL: Tony Sanders will not be around to frosh, here, today 73-58.
After moving to an. e a r l y outstanding 32 point perform- uation was again created when
r •'-*»'•, m every other game. . . . If Coach Shults, who
also pulling down 20 re- an enterprising student replacW;IT fill in for Dan Jessee this Spring, can find some lead, Bridgeport steadily in- ance,
bounds. Jaeger scored 11, While ed the cover to its proper posi;
creased
it
till
they
led
.by
16
P tching talent among the sophomores, the Bantam
Tom Chappell, who 'replaced tion. Again the boiler-room at- 'm -will do exceptionally well. Sanders is the only at halftime, 39-23. The young Morisse, s c o r e d four and tendant saved the day by once
Bantams
were
hampered
when
the Schaefer bear
graduation loss. The big bats of Anderson, Johnson,
again removing it.
they lost the services of start- grabbed nine rebounds.
Halloren, and Polk will be back in the lineup.
ing center Bob Morisse early
TRACK: The advent of speedsters John Burton in the game, when he incurred
and Bill Campbell to the varsity ranks will bolster the four quick fouls.
. trackmen's chances. Otherwise, this squad is basically Trinity rallied strongly at
the same as a year ago and will improve on last year's the outset of the second half,
mark . . . Strength and depth in dashes will help.
as Bill Gish, Corky Jaeger, and
-TENNIS: Several rained.out matches didn't seem Bob Morisse put in t h r e e
to slow down the netmen last Spring. This year could quick baskets to cut the Bridge"A REAL DELIGHT IN
be different. Several losses will hurt. Here again as port lead to ten points. BridgeDELICATESSEN TREATS"
in squash the squad will count heavily on the steady port then regained control of
the game, although Trinity outplay of Don Mills.
just ever the reeks
scored them by one in the sec- j
GOLF: Coach Milt Pappus would love to experi- ond half.
*
243.ZION STREET
JA 7-9644
ence an undefeated season on the links; however, unless he himself becomes eligible for play, this season With about four minutes left,
Mon--Thurs.
9-11
—
Weekends
9-12:30
will just be another good one for the golfers. They lack the frosh scored four points to |
a low-scoring # 1 man.
'
•
FOOTBALL: The season's opener against Williams (to be played here) will tell the story... Both
squads will be New England powerhouses. The winner
may well go undefeated . . . Schulenberg, Szumczyk,
Taylor & Co. wilt keep the opposition mighty busy all
season.
SOCCER: Graduation losses will hurt, but additions from this year's fine freshman team will more
than compensate for any losses. Soccer will complement football in another exciting Fall sports season.
On the New England scene, look for Williams to
dominate the small college sports picture. Basketball,
swimming, golf, soccer, and football -will all be their
strongholds.
Don't be too surprised if all these predictions
aren't proven true . . . After all what fate do New
[Years resolutions meet?

LeClerc Seen As Major
Cog For Chicago Bears

Rain, Steam ...

Frosh Five Whipped By
Bridgeport; .Gish Hits 32

STEVE YJEATON displays epee form during .early season fencing match held in Alumni Hall. The Trinity swords*
men will host M.I.T. this Saturday. Other scheduled opponents include Brooklyn College, Holy Cross, Harvard, Brandeis, and Stevens. Led by the epee team, the fencers have
won their first two meets.

haskell

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE

*16

AD Volleyball Champs;
Basketball, Squash Begin
The National League's undefeated Alpha Delta Phi team
copped the intramural volleyball championship by downing
the American League champions Phi Kappa Psi in playoff -action held before Christmas. Phi Psi had previously
tied Alpha Chi Rho for the
American League title, and
their victory set Crow back to
the number three spot and
gave Phi Psi second place in
the overall standings.

Delta Phi's loss to Crow
gave them a fourth, and Q.E.
D.'s win over Pi Kappa Alpha
gave Q.E.D. the number five
position and Pike sixth in the
final standings.
|
- This week marks the beginning of the two month eompeti
tion play in both intramura)
basketball and squash, which
will run continuously, with the
exception of exams, to February 19 and March 9 respectively.

Intramural Basketball Schedule
(Week of, Jan, g - Jan. IS)
Date
Home Team
Visitors
T. ¥
Mon., Jan. 8 Brownell
vs. Jaguars
4'00 A H ,
_
Phi Kappa Psi
vs. Alpha Chi Kho
5:00 A.H.
Tue., Jan. 9 Delta Phi
vs. Sigma Nu
4:00 A H .
Delta Psi
vs. Q.E.D. .
5:0O A H .
Jarvis
vs. Pi Kappa Alpha
4:00 PH.
Jelts
vs. Phi Kappa Psi
5:00 F.H.
Bantams
vs. Alpha Delta Phi
7:00 A H .
Delta Kappa Epsilon vs. Theta Xi ,
8:00 A.H.
Erownell
vs. Alpha Chi Rho
7:00 P H .
Jaguars
vs. Psi Upsilon '
8:00 F H .
i'iiur.,. Jan. 11 Jarvis
vs. Browneli
7:00 A H
Jelts
vs. Psi Upsilon
S:00 A.H.
Delta Kappa Epsilon vs. Delta Phi
7:00 F H
Alpha Delta Phi " vs. Sigma Nu
8:00 A.H.
Fri., Jan. 12 Bantams
\'S. Delta Kappa Epsilon 4:00 A.H.
Q.E.D.
vs. Alpha Delta Phi.
5:00 A.H.
Intramural Sanash Schedule
(Week of Jan. 9 - Jan. 11)
Hume Team
Visitors
Delta Phi
vs.
Sigma Nu
Delta Psi
vs.
Q.E.D.
Jarvis
vs.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Thur., Jan. 11 Brownell
vs,
Jelts
Psi Upsilon
vs.
Phi Kappa Psi
Alpha Chi Rho vs;
Pi Kappa Alpha
Theta Xi
vs.
Q.E.D.
Bantams
vs.
Delta Psi
Jaguars
vs.
Jarvis

Date
Tue., Jan.

Time

7:00
1:40
8:00
4:00
4:40
5:20
1:00
7:40
8:20

Semi-Annucfl Cosh Sale
Now In Progress
ENTIRE FALL and WINTER
MEN'S CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

Reduced!
15% to 50%
Clothier

during bull sessions
while studying
during a date
"'
anytime there's stress & strain

ect more, get more, fram t
There's actually more
rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than everf in some unfiltered cigarettes.You
get more body in the
blend, more flavor in
the smoke,*more taste
through the filter. So
get Lots More from
filter smoking with
L&M... the cigarette
that smokes heartier
as it draws freely
through the purewhite, modern filter.

HERE'S HOW 1029
STUDENTS AT 100
COLLEGES VOTED!

Why not keep your next party rolling with
Schaefer beer? College men know it's the one
beer to have when you're having more than one.

Furnisher

_scg«fa SMWEUES, nan van ma asm. itT.-cusg.MB. osio

